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Abstract. Using diagrammatic methods we derive an eﬀective interaction between a low energy collective
movement of fermionic liquid (acoustic plasmon) and acoustic phonon. We show that the coupling between
the plasmon and the lattice has a very non-trivial, resonant structure. When real and imaginary parts of
the acoustic plasmon’s velocity are of the same order as the phonon’s velocity, the resonance qualitatively
changes the nature of phonon-drag. In the following we study how magneto-thermoelectric properties are
aﬀected. Our result suggests that the novel mechanism of energy transfer between electron liquid and
crystal lattice can be behind the huge Nernst eﬀect in bismuth.
1 Introduction
The thermoelectric signal, an electric response of a mate-
rial upon applying a temperature gradient, encodes how
entropy is transferred into the electronic system. The dis-
covery of these highly non-trivial transport coeﬃcients
dates back to mid-nineteenth century, but recently this
ﬁeld enjoys renewed interest of a broad scientiﬁc commu-
nity. In fundamental research it is a valuable tool to probe
electron-hole correlation [1] or formation of lattice symme-
try breaking orders [2]. Its role can be appreciated by a
sole fact that the ultra-cold atom systems were used to
build quantum emulators of this eﬀect [3]. In the ﬁeld of
applied physics, there is an increasing demand for better
handling with heat [4,5], a by-product in any electric sys-
tem. Devices that work as solar generators were built [6],
eﬀorts to increase ﬁgure of merit are made using nano-
engineering [7], eﬀects involving spin degree of freedom
were put forward [8], and this is to name only some re-
markable works from last few years. Still fundamental the-
oretical understanding of an origin of ﬁnite thermoelectric
signal is frequently unsatisfying.
One case, where source of thermoelectricity is inten-
sively studied [9], is the Hubbard model, where strong
on-site correlations can produce Kondo features in low
energy spectrum. An accepted scenario is that by low-
ering the temperature one strongly aﬀects the spectral
function of electrons and this in turn gives rise to a sig-
niﬁcant thermoelectric signal. Although the best known,
the Kondo-physics is not the only situation, when collec-
tive phenomena strongly aﬀect the low energy spectral
function of fermions.
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In this work we wish to investigate an inﬂuence of
non-local correlations, collective plasmon excitations on
the thermoelectric transport coeﬃcients, which provides
a very diﬀerent perspective. In particular we focus on the
problem how a low energy collective mode (when exist)
aﬀects energy transfer to a crystal lattice. In other words,
we wish to understand better the inﬂuence of electron-
electron interactions on the phonon-drag eﬀect. For many
decades the phonon-drag mechanism was successfully used
and allowed researches to explain thermoelectricity in
many materials, even despite the fact that theoretical un-
derstanding of mechanism as such is usually limited to
single particle picture with an adiabatic approximation
used to describe the coupling.
Bismuth, a material chosen as a good example to apply
our theory, is a semimetal with an extremely anisotropic
Fermi surface. Tiny Fermi pockets originate only be-
cause of a lattice distortion from cubic to rhombohedral.
This suggests that coupling with lattice is particularly
strong [10,11]. The extreme anisotropy of Fermi surface
fulﬁlls conditions for appearance of a low energy collec-
tive excitation. Since the acoustic plasmon dominates low
energy dielectric function it has to inﬂuence the low tem-
perature phonon drag. The drag eﬀects usually mani-
fest in thermoelectric eﬀects and indeed with this respect
bismuth is quite intriguing. The Nernst signal in Bi is
one of the largest known in nature and, as explained in
Appendix A, it is beyond our understanding [12–14].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we in-
troduce the band structure of bismuth and brieﬂy present
the eﬀective low energy theory. Next we give a dia-
grammatic derivation of plasmon-phonon coupling in Sec-
tion 3. It is shown that the low energy plasmons can
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couple with acoustic phonons and the coupling vertex
has a singular structure. Next we show that the novel
plasmon-phonon coupling mechanism does manifest in
magneto-thermoelectric phenomena and we focus on the
Nernst signal. Using results of Section 3 we estimate (in
Sect. 4.2) a new phonon-drag component. Finally in Sec-
tion 5 we discuss the experimental relevance of our ﬁndings
and indicate that several discrepancies in the theoretical
description of thermoelectricity in bismuth can now be
resolved.
2 Model
2.1 Fermi liquid: results of band theory
Bismuth is a semimetal whose Fermi surface consists out
of three electron pockets (at L points of Brillouin zone)
and one hole pocket (at T point). The pockets are tiny, kF
are 103 times smaller than the T -L distance [15]. The ﬁnite
Fermi surface is due to a small (smaller than 3◦) lattice
distortion which turns a cubic lattice into a rhombohedral
lattice, space group A7. This implies that the small density
of fermions available at lowest energies should be strongly
coupled with the lattice distortions.
The Hamiltonian of those carriers close to the Fermi
energy reads:










In the above h denotes a hole pocket, while there are
three electron pockets indicated by ei. The ﬁrst two terms




†c(h)k , with (c
(α))†k a creation operator of a
fermion with momentum k in the α pocket. We approxi-
mate the kinetic energy Eα(k) of each type of carrier by a
a free fermion dispersion relation. The peculiarity of bis-
muth are quite small values of certain eﬀective masses (of
order 10−3) and large anisotropy of the Fermi surface ellip-
soids. An eﬀective mass ratio (in diﬀerent directions) can
be as large as 102 and between heavy holes and light elec-
trons even 103 (detailed values can be found in Ref. [15]).
Extremely large ratios of masses of diﬀerent carriers are
present for most orientations of a Bi crystal. When writing
equation (1) we focus on a parabolic part of fermionic dis-
persion, excluding a non-parabolicity of the bands which
enters into the problem for energies above 20 meV. This
simpliﬁcation is justiﬁed as we work in the lowest tem-
peratures, in a low magnetic ﬁeld (in Bi magnetic ﬁeld
can in principle cause inter-band transitions) and in the
long-wavelength limit where our interest is in a coupling
with acoustic phonons (even high energy optical phonons
in Bi have energies ≈12 meV). Then the single particle ex-
citations from the valence electron pockets (present at L
points, at ≈40 meV below EF ) are negligible. Neverthe-
less, one must keep in mind that the excluded high en-
ergy fermions contribute indirectly, for instance through
a short-wavelength screening or a ﬁnite lattice elasticity
that determines phonon velocity or by contributing to the
anomalous (orbital) diamagnetism of bismuth [16]. In our
framework, within renormalization group spirit, the eﬀec-
tive low energy theory emerges as a result of downfolding
(integrating out) higher energy degrees of freedom, these
quantities are taken as a constant parameters. In a similar
way, the non-parabolic dispersion may also strengthen the
acoustic plasmon (see below in Sect. 2.2).
In Hamiltonian equation (1) we have also introduced
hole-hole, electron-electron and electron-hole interactions.
Because the Fermi pockets are so tiny (dilute gas limit) the
Coulomb potential VCoul(q) should be taken as a starting
point. As discussed in reference [17] a good approxima-
tion to capture the many-body eﬀects in bismuth is the
Random Phase Approximation (RPA).
2.2 Fermi liquid: results of RPA
The detail theory based on RPA applied to Bi was de-
rived elsewhere [17]. Here let us only recall that the
eﬀective interaction between carriers Veﬀ(q) deﬁned as
Veﬀ(q) = VCoul(q)/(q, ω) where (q, ω) is a dielectric func-
tion (q, ω) = 1+(Πe(q, ω)+Πh(q, ω)) obtained from po-
larizabilities Πi(q, ω) of fermion liquid components. The
eﬀective interaction has a resonant structure with two
plasmon poles, optical and an acoustic branch. A well
known optical plasmon has energy of order 10−20 meV,
while for the other pole ω → 0, so it enters to the lowest
energy physics.
The fact that such collective excitation may exist
in a two component Fermi liquid is known already for
decades [18]. The key obstacle is that the acoustic pole,
fulﬁlling the condition limq→0 (q, ω = cplq) = 0, can be
weakly damped (not overdamped) only for the material
with a very anisotropic mass tensor. This condition is per-
fectly fulﬁlled in bismuth. Moreover, even if we include the
non-parabolic character of Ee(k), this shall amount to in-
clude an extra term ∼q in the denominator of Πe(q, ω)
thus eﬀectively shifting the eﬀective electron mass to even
smaller values. This does not change qualitatively the pic-
ture and shall even make the acoustic solution more stable.
The mode has a zero sound character, but with an impor-
tant diﬀerence, it has a ﬁnite width for a ﬁnite momenta.
The mode is present because interaction between slower
carriers are eﬀectively screened by the rapid ones, how-
ever its ﬁnite width implies that screening is not complete
(thus our model is distinct from the Hubbard model). The
relation between the damping and the mass ratio can be
understood if one realizes that acoustic plasmons can sur-
vive the Landau damping as long as the linear plasmon
dispersion (determined by the velocity cpl, see Eq. (3))
is above the parabola of continuum of electron-hole ex-
citations of slower carriers. This condition gives us an
upper momentum threshold k∗ for the plasmons domi-
nated regime (and, naturally, also energy E∗ = cplk∗ and
temperature E∗ = kBT ∗ thresholds).
In this regime the Hamiltonian equation (1) can be
reduced to an eﬀective low energy Hamiltonian H˜fer which
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consists of free electrons and holes coupled to the collective
bosonic excitation:































where VFr(s) is the Fermi velocity of rapid (slow) carri-
ers, kFr(s),mr(s) are their respective Fermi wavelengths




k+qck is a den-
sity of carriers from α pocket. The Me0q is a q dependent
probability of a boson decay back into an e-h pair (this
determines plasmon damping, or inverse lifetime, in the
electronic system). In our problem both slow and rapid
carriers have a ﬁnite density at EF thus we must keep
both in equation (2).
2.3 Lattice: coupling with collective mode
We proceed by incorporating lattice into our considera-
tions. Then the total Hamiltonian reads:
Htot = H˜fer + Hph + Hcoupl. (4)
In the above equation H˜fer states for Fermi-liquid
Hamiltonian as deﬁned in equation (2). The lattice








where a†k creates a phonon with momentum k.
Hcoupl is, yet unknown, coupling between acoustic
phonon and acoustic plasmon. A standard coupling,
through a displacement potential, a change of a single
electron eigenenergies upon lattice distortion (thus a di-
rect coupling with the H0 part of Eq. (1)), is assumed to
be known and not of interest in this study.
Another eﬀect, that is very pronounced in bismuth,
is that a lattice distortion changes the volume of elec-
tron/hole pockets (this is allowed in a semimetal). The
eﬀect is the strongest for the band bottom, the parabolic
part of E(k). When k = 0, then modulation is not uniform
in space, carriers have to move to accommodate within
the new energy landscape. Again, an extreme ratio of
light/heavy carrier masses, allows for a new phenomenon
to occur. Diﬀerent accelerations induce a ﬁnite polariza-
tion of the two component Fermi liquid and this locally
Fig. 1. Phonon emission process (red vector) on energy-
momentum plane. The green shading (bordered by two pur-
ple guide-lines) indicates weight of plasmon spectral function.
Initial plasmon state (white dot) lies on the lower edge of the
spectral function, while the ﬁnal (grey dot) on the upper edge.
Under the orange dashed line (a parabola) there is a zone where
strong Landau damping by slow fermions sets in. Red dashed
line shows phonon dispersion, it is parallel to the red vector.
In the illustrated case one achieves qph ≈ qpl.
produces a ﬁnite electric ﬁeld Eind. Since the induced elec-
tric ﬁeld potential ∇Vind = Eind is proportional to lat-
tice distortion, thus such coupling can be interpreted as
an eﬀective piezo-electric interaction [19]. It is known [19]
that Vind, which is phase shifted by π/2, does not interfere
(at least up to a second order) with eﬀects of displacement
potential.
Physically, an additional contribution arises thanks to
carriers’ collective motion – numerous fermionic states
buried deeply below EF are able to couple with low energy
lattice dynamics. Clearly, there is no double counting: dif-
ferent groups of fermions drag phonons via the standard
mechanism or via the plasmonic channel. A possibility of
direct coupling between phonons and plasmons have been
indicated already before, by a numerical evaluation of in-
tegrals for T = 0 charge RPA susceptibilities in low dimen-
sional structures [20,21]. In the following section we prove
that a relevant scattering amplitudes are indeed non-zero
and evaluate their momentum dependence.
3 Plasmon-phonon coupling
Existence of the tiny Fermi pockets induced by distortion
is one crucial property of bismuth. Below we derive the
resonant coupling which reveals yet another prerequisite.
As illustrated in Figure 1, it is the existence of plasmonic
and bosonic dispersions that fall suﬃciently close on the
momentum-energy plane. In a particular case of linear
dispersion, it is a ﬁnite width of a plasmon that allows
to compensate the diﬀerence of the two velocities. In bis-
muth, the desired acoustic plasmon exist, thanks to highly
anisotropic tensors of eﬀective masses for both electrons
and holes.
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Fig. 2. Emission of a phonon with momentum p (black zig-zag
line) by a plasmon with momentum q (purple double solenoid
line) with simultaneous emission of a plasmon with momen-
tum q’. Red dashed lines are fermions’ propagators inside an
extracted bubble. This three leg bubble diagram represents the
third order polarizability ΠIII(ω, q, q′).
3.1 Bare plasmon-phonon vertex
Bismuth crystal structure possesses an inversion symme-
try, thus only the dynamically induced piezo-electric cou-
pling is allowed. Then an issue is how a polarizability
of Fermi liquid changes upon emission/absorption of a
phonon. When the polarizability of the considered Fermi
liquid has a singularity for certain ω, q then it should dom-
inate the response. It is then justiﬁed to use the plasmon-
pole approximation.
The simplest process is a direct transformation of a
propagating plasmon into phonon. The velocities of plas-
mons and phonons diﬀer by a factor four, thus energy-
momentum conservation prevents such events. In order to
conserve energy and momenta the second plasmon must
be simultaneously emitted as it is shown in Figure 1. Then
the processes to be considered is plasmon destruction with
simultaneous emission of another plasmon and phonon
which can be also seen as a coherent plasmon backscatter-
ing on the lattice. This is shown on Figure 2 and described








q′ + h.c. (6)
In a diagrammatic language, to evaluate (q, q′), we ex-
tract a fermionic bubble from the acoustic plasmon prop-
agator1. This bubble can emit a phonon with the momen-
tum qph = q− q′ and a plasmon with momentum qpl = q′.
The emission of the plasmon, with properly tuned energy
and momentum is possible exclusively due to a ﬁnite life-
time of acoustic plasmon as illustrated on Figure 1.
Then the (q, q′) is:
(q, q′) = M(q)Vind(q − q′)M(q′)ΠIII(ω, q, q′)|ω=0.8cplq
(7)
1 Since the bare Coulomb line goes into an optical plas-
mon branch, an acoustic plasmon propagator always has a
fermionic bubble inside its propagator. One extracts a bub-
ble out of an inﬁnite series from which the phonon can be
emitted (see Fig. 2). Upon this operation the RPA series re-
mains re-summable and the plasmon propagator is still well
deﬁned, in fact it can even increase its spectral weight thanks
to translational symmetry breaking by the lattice distortion.
where the ﬁrst term M(q) ∼ √q accounts for a plasmon
conversion into a bubble (particle-hole pair) and the sec-
ond term M(q′) is a conversion of a bubble back into
plasmon, Vind(q − q′) is the induced piezo-electric poten-
tial which acts on a lattice, ΠIII(ω, q, q′) is a higher order
polarizability of plasma. The ΠIII(ω, q, q′) is a three leg
bubble diagram: three bosonic propagators leave a single
bubble and one of these lines is distinguishable from the
others, see Figure 2. We pick the ω value based on quanti-
tative analysis given in Figure 1, but we have checked that
the precise value does not aﬀect the result, the resonant
structure is always present. The three leg bubble diagram









G (k − q, ω1 − ωn)G(k, ω1)
×G(k − p, ω1 −Ωph2 )|p = q−q′ .
(8)
The ﬁnite temperature free fermion propagator is taken
as G(k, ω1) = (ω1 − k)−1 (with ω1 being fermionic
Matsubara frequency) where k is a single particle eigen-
energy of the heavier carriers (it either Eh(k) or Ee(k),
in both cases an even function of k). In order to eval-
uate ΠIII(ω, q, q′, Ωph2 ) we proceed in a way very simi-
lar to derivation of the (two leg) Lindhard function (see
Appendix D for details). As a result at zero tempera-
ture we get the following formula (see Appendix D for
derivation):










(ω − k + k−q + ıδ)(−k−p + k + ıδ)
+
1




The momentum integral can be, in some cases, performed
analytically but formulas are rather long and thus given
in Appendix D. In the main text we only present the re-
sult, Figure 3, obtained for the speciﬁc set of parameters:
Re[Vpl] = 4Im[Vpl] = 4Vph, which represents a particular
case of bismuth.
Figure 3 reveals a highly non trivial structure of the
scattering vertex (q, q′). There is a strong resonance in
momentum dependence spanned around the line q′ ≈ q/2
which is equivalent to qph = qpl. Re[(q, q/2)] approaches
values of order 10−1, which on one hand implies that
our perturbative approach is reasonable, on the other the
plasmon-phonon coupling has a non-negligible strength.
Physically, existence of the resonance becomes clearer
if one considers an opposite process: when combined plas-
mon and phonon produces a plasmon wave. This can
be interpreted as a constructive interference of two dis-
placement waves. One then indeed expects a resonance
around qph = qpl. Importantly, the resonance condition
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Fig. 3. A real part of the scattering vertex (q, q′) on the q′-q
plane: an incoming plasmon with momentum q scatters into
another plasmon with momentum qpl = q
′ and emits a phonon
with momentum qph = q − q′.
restricts not only the value of wavevectors, but also their
direction, qph ‖ qpl.
In Figure 3 one easily notices that strength of (q, q/2)
increases with q. The momentum dependence of the reso-
nant part is crucial for our further reasoning in Section 4.2,
so we investigate it in detail. First we check, on log-log
plots that (q, q/2) can be approximated quite well by a
power law, at least when we restrict ourselves to q < 0.1kF
(q∗ < 0.1kF ). For further calculations we take:
(q, q/2) = ¯qα. (10)
The exponent varies (slightly) only upon changing the ra-
tio cph/cpl: it is reduced from 0.57 for cph/cpl = 1/4 down
to 0.52 for cph/cpl = 1/2, while changing other parameters
even by factor ﬁve does not aﬀect it. At the same time
the amplitude of (q∗, q∗/2) may vary a few times. Al-
though the precise amplitude the coupling does depend on
ﬁne details of the model, the exponent α ≈ 0.5 is univer-
sal enough to allow for detection when ﬁtting experimen-
tal results, which are routinely checked for the power-law
behavior.
4 Nernst signal in bismuth
A question is whether a plasmon-phonon resonance that
we have found in previous section is detectable. A good
candidate, where plasmon mediated phonon drag can
manifest, are the thermoelectric phenomena.
4.1 Kelvin-Thomson relation
We compute only a temperature dependence of the Nernst
signal that is characteristic for the novel mechanism. A
straightforward ‘S’-approach, within the Nernst conﬁgu-
ration, is rather unpleasant from a theoretical viewpoint:
one must introduce variations of temperature within the
sample, which is a fundamental issue since the heat cur-
rent will also contain variations of chemical potential. For-
tunately thanks to the Onsager relation (known as Kelvin-
Thomson relation in this case) we can turn to a reciprocal
coeﬃcient, the Peltier coeﬃcient Πxy. Then the Nernst
signal N ≡ Sxy can be obtained from:
Sxy(T ;B) = Πxy(T ;−B)/T (11)
from equation (11) we see that Nernst signal can be associ-
ated with entropy transport in the system. Now one com-
putes the Nernst coeﬃcient using so-called ‘Π ’-approach,
in the Peltier conﬁguration where a heat transfer is in-
duced by an electric voltage. Precisely, we will calculate a
heat current Q˙y induced by a ﬂow of electric current jx
(under a perpendicular magnetic ﬁeld Bz). By deﬁnition
the Peltier coeﬃcient Πxy is the proportionality constant:
Q˙y = Πxyjx where Q˙ is the time derivative of heat dif-
fused in y-direction. Thus, the price we need to pay in
the ‘Π ’-approach is that we have currents ﬂowing, a non-
equilibrium situation, in two perpendicular directions.
4.2 Plasmonic contribution
First, we compute an amount of heat transported by plas-
mons, or plasmonic clouds, accompanying fermions. As
suggested by experimental ﬁndings in bismuth [22] we as-
sume that in its movement each electron is accompanied
by a ﬁnite number of plasmons npl, a so-called plasmaronic
picture. By analogy with polarons [23] we know that in
average 〈npl〉 = Mq. We imposed a constant electric cur-
rent jx, which can be associated with a voltage diﬀerence
Vx = ρxxjx. In the presence of crossed ﬁelds Ex, Bz the
electrons and holes move in the opposite directions along
the x-axis, but due to Lorentz force towards the same elec-
trode in y-direction. This is the E×B drift, with constant
velocity uy = ExBz . It brings an extra entropy (heat) to
one side of conducting slab.




with an integral which is very much like in a Debye model
for speciﬁc heat, except an extra Mq term. As usual we ex-
tract temperature dependence by rescaling the momentum
q˜ = βcplq (to get dimensionless argument of Bose-Einstein
distribution). Following these steps we ﬁnd:
Πxy(T ;−B) ∼ ρxxcplM¯BzT 3.5 (13)
where M¯ = Mq/
√
q is momentum independent. In passing
we note that Πxy ∼ ρxx and this, for the case of Bi where
ρxx  ρxy, is in agreement with a general tensorial rela-
tion between transport coeﬃcients Πˆ = αˆ·σˆ−1, where αˆ, σˆ
are thermoelectric and electric transport coeﬃcients, re-
spectively. From equations (13) and (11) it immediately
follows that Sxy ∼ T 2.5.
In bismuth cpl is only slightly larger than VFs (Fermi
velocity of slower carriers) and M¯ is small. This implies
that an amplitude of plasmonic contribution to Nernst sig-
nal, equation (13) cannot be much larger than that of the
Fermi liquid. Then, in the lowest temperatures, a sole plas-
monic contribution (∼T 2.5) cannot dominate the Fermi
liquid contribution (∼T 1).
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4.3 Phononic contribution
When the ﬂow of fermion liquid induces lattice displace-
ment the main contribution to thermo-magnetic heat
transfer will come from the large heat capacity of the
phonon gas. This is a realization of Gurievich mecha-
nism [24] in the presence of collective excitations. We
follow an approach frequently used for drag phenomena,
see reference [25] for a speciﬁc case of bismuth, and ex-





cphq · yˆg(q) (14)
where yˆ is a versor in y-direction and each phonon brings
(or takes) an energy cphq. The g(q) is a displacement of
a phonon distribution Nq from its equilibrium Bose dis-
tribution N0q : g(q) = Nq −N0q due to applied ﬁelds. The
g(q) can be found from the Boltzmann equation for the













where the two terms, that are balanced in the steady state,
are due to external forces e.g. due to E,B and relaxation
e.g. due to boundaries, impurities. Formally, equation (15)
should be supplemented with three more equations, for
plasmons and slow/fast fermions. Such system of partial
diﬀerential equations could be treated only numerically.
However, a few basic properties of bismuth, outlined in
Appendix B, allowed us to restrict to equation (15) and
obtain an analytic expression.
We take ∂Nq
∂t relax
= −g(q)/τr. This is justiﬁed for the
phonons whose distribution can relax mostly by scattering
on lattice imperfections (like for instance twin boundaries
known to be present in a rhombohedral lattice).
The ﬁrst term in equation (15), due to the eﬀec-










[W em(n′, n)fn′(1 − fn)
−W ab(n′, n)fn(1− fn′)
]
(16)
where fn′ is a shorthand notation for a Fermi-Dirac dis-
tribution at energy En′ . These energies does depend on
external forces, the ﬁelds Ex and Bz, thus one can Taylor
expand equation (16) up to O(Ex). The procedure is
standard and we refer to original paper reference [26].
The Taylor expansion brings a factor ∂f(E)/∂E which
in the following (e.g. in Eq. (18)) limits integration to a
2D Fermi surface (in all our considerations kBT  EF ).
The novel two stage scattering enters through transition
probabilities of phonon absorption/emission
W ab(n′, n) = b(βcphq)W (n′, n);
W em(n′, n) = (b(βcphq) + 1)W (n′, n)
where the bare probability W (n′, n) is evaluated from the
Kramers-Heisenberg formula:
W (n′, n) =
(
Mq(q, q/2)
E(k + q)− E(k)− Im[cpl]q
)2
(17)
where the diﬀerence between initial n and ﬁnal state n′
is a phonon with momentum q/2. The intermediate state
of the process, that is able to emit a phonon, is a plas-
maron. From equation (2) a probability of creating an
intermediate state, a plasmon that accompanies fermion,
is Mq. A probability that a phonon will be emitted, from
equation (6) is (q, q/2). The last formula, equation (17),
closes our system of equations and by using equation (16)
together with equation (17) we can solve equation (15)
for g(q). This we can substitute back into equation (14) to
ﬁnd Q˙y, or after dividing by jx = Ex/ρxx to ﬁnd directly
the Peltier coeﬃcient:
Πxy(T ) = ρxx
∫ q∗
0
d2qcphqW (n, n′)b(cphq/2). (18)
Comparing equation (14) with equation (18) we see that
W (n, n′)b(Vphq/2) = g(q)
while from equation (15) we know that g(q) ∼ τ−1p
where τ−1p is phonon scattering rate due to interaction
with plasmons. By comparison with results of Appendix C
we see that the term (Mq(q, q/2))2b(cphq/2) in equa-
tion (18) is equal to the imaginary part of the phonon
self-energy (Eq. (C.4)) times the plasmon spectral weight.
The link between equations (18) and (C.4) can be inter-
preted as a generalized version of a Fermi golden rule with
an inverse scattering time τ−1p equal to Im[Σp(q, ω)].
We now use the fact that the denominator of equa-
tion (17) scales linearly with momentum, while momen-
tum dependence of Mq ∼ √q and (q, q/2) ∼ qα to ﬁnd
W (n, n′) ∼ q2α−1. Being primarily interested in the tem-
perature dependence at the lowest energies we re-scale
momentum q˜ → βq (the only temperature dependence
in Eq. (19) comes from an argument of the Bose-Einstein
distribution ∼βq). We ﬁnd:
















+ cphq˜∗ log(1− exp(cphq˜∗))
− (cphq˜∗)2/2 (20)
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Fig. 4. The predicted temperature dependence of the Nernst
signal. The T 2 power law at the lowest temperatures is found
from our novel plasmon-phonon coupling mechanism (red dot-
ted line). The T 1 behavior (green dashed line) would be there
for the Fermi liquid case. We also indicate the result of pre-
vious phonon-drag studies in reference [30] (blue dotted line):
in the highest temperatures a phonon drag with a power law
decay N ∼ T−3 was predicted. For comparison an experimen-
tal result is sketched as a black solid curve. In experiments it
was found that the lowest temperatures T 2 growth saturates
around 3.5 K (≈T ∗) while a regime where N ∼ T−3 is valid
terminates around 50−80 K that is approximately ≈TD/2.
where Li2 is a di-logarithm function. In the limit of zero
temperature q˜∗ → ∞ and the right hand side of equa-
tion (20) becomes temperature independent. Then, from
equation (11), N(T ) = Πxy(T )/T and we obtain the fol-
lowing temperature dependence for the Nernst signal:
N(T ) ∼ T 1+2α. (21)
On the other hand for higher temperatures, when kBT ≥
cphq
∗, the temperature dependence of the right hand side
of equation (20) matters. We approximate it by the last
term ∼ q˜∗2 ≡∼ T−2, to ﬁnd that in high temperatures
N(T ) should slowly saturate to a constant value. The
regime of ﬁnite boson life-time is covered in our formal-
ism, the saturation proﬁle will broaden and the satura-
tion value decrease when one includes ﬁnite imaginary ve-
locity in the argument of equation (20). What we have
neglected so far, is an intense Landau damping of plas-
mons that takes place above the characteristic tempera-
ture T ∗. This suppresses the number plasmons available in
the system. Since the plasmons are a necessary ingredient
of our drag mechanism, the W (n, n′) is also suppressed
and the N(T > T ∗) follows this decrease (see Sect. 5 for
further discussion).
5 Discussion, comparison with experiments
The predicted full temperature dependence of the Nernst
signal is shown on Figure 4. In the lowest temperatures the
consideration of the previous section applies and the ther-
moelectric signal is ∼T 1+2α. Above the characteristic tem-
perature T ∗ (see Sect. 2.2) the Coulomb interaction are no
longer mediated by collective excitations: fermions excited
around EF are too energetic to be followed by acoustic
plasmons instead they cause strong Landau damping.
Experimentally, in bismuth [12,27], and for the entire
Bi1−xSbx family of semimetals as well (x < 0.06) [28], a
power law N(T ) ∼ T b is clearly observed, with b ≈ 2, for
temperatures below T ≈ 3.5 K, a behavior that is clearly
diﬀerent than the one expected for the Fermi liquid. The
maximum at 3.5 K is strikingly similar to the upper limit
of plasmonic-type Baber resistivity [29] and the previous
estimate [17] T ∗ ≈ 2−4 K. No other characteristic energy
scale of the material falls in this energy range. Above 3.5 K
a decay of the Nernst signal was observed.
At higher temperatures, for T > 20 K the Nernst ef-
fect was explained in reference [30]. In that work a stan-
dard single-fermion phonon drag was considered in the
regime where the phonon-phonon scattering dominates re-
laxation. The N ∼ T−3 decay was predicted, while the
presence of temperature dependent relaxation could be
detected as deviation from this power law N ∼ T−3+δ
where 0 < δ < 1. This was successfully compared with
experimental data from Farag and Taruma [30]. The in-
voked amplitude of electron-phonon coupling falls closely
to a recent ab-initio estimate [31]. The N ∼ T−3 was found
for T > 80 K, while at lower temperatures N ∼ T−2 ﬁts
better which is an indication that 1/T temperature de-
pendence of the relaxation rate is present and one needs
to go beyond standard electron-phonon coupling theory.
This is what is achieved in the present study.
We should note two recent theoretical studies of Nernst
eﬀect in bismuth, although these are primarily devoted to
the high magnetic ﬁeld regime. First work, reference [25],
by invoking only the phonon-drag mechanism, within the
“Π”-approach, allowed to successfully explain the posi-
tions of peaks in the Nernst signal at high magnetic ﬁelds.
Second work, reference [32], treated the same problem, but
primarily focusing on the electronic, dissipationless con-
tribution. It has also allowed to successfully explain the
experimental signal, however a substantial phonon-drag
contribution (of the same order as electronic part) needed
to be accounted for. In both works the Nernst signal is pro-
portional to longitudinal resistivity ρxx and fermionic den-
sity, in agreement with the novel mechanism postulated
here. In both works strong temperature dependence was
found, for instance in reference [25] it is certainly stronger
than linear dependence. The temperature dependence of
phenomenological phonon-drag postulated (at low mag-
netic ﬁelds) in reference [32] turns out to be one power
faster than the dissipationless component, and falls close
to T 2. This is in agreement with our equation (21), the
main ﬁnding of our work. To complete this comparison, it
should be clearly stated that in high magnetic ﬁelds the
novel mechanism proposed here needs to be substantially
modiﬁed: since then a magneto-plasmon has a quadratic,
massive dispersion it will couple with an optical phonon,
the amplitudon of the lattice distortion.
Furthermore, we compare the transverse (Nernst) and
longitudinal (Seebeck) signals. We use axes convention
from Section 4.2. In an ambipolar material, along the
x-axis electrons and holes move towards the opposite
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electrodes, thus accompanying them plasmons are dragged
in the opposite direction along this axis. The longitudinal,
Seebeck part of thermoelectric signal is then expected to
be small. Upon a presence of magnetic ﬁeld, both electrons
and holes deviate in the y-direction towards the same edge,
the dragged plasmons and phonons can then build up a
large diﬀerence of temperatures. This implies that, at the
lowest temperatures, for plasmon-phonon drag Sxx  Sxy
and indeed this is observed in the experiment [12]. The
anomalous low temperature signal is much stronger in the
transverse (Nernst) than in longitudinal (Seebeck) eﬀect.
In principle the phonon-plasmon regime is limited also on
the low temperature side, by the Fermi liquid component
∼T . The amplitude of this component is much smaller,
and indeed such behavior was not detected even down to
mK temperature range in the transverse, Nernst signal,
while competition between diﬀerent mechanisms has been
observed in the Seebeck signal [33].
Finally let us look at propagation of phonons. While
they experience mixing with plasmons, there are no point-
like collisions with fermions or defects. The drag process is
driven by the normal (not umklapp) scattering with other
bosons which implies that the only eﬀect is the renormal-
ization of phonon velocity. In this low temperature regime,
in the transport experiment, the phonons can be detected
as ballistic [27], but their velocity should be slightly larger
than expected. It is expected that heat transfer is domi-
nated by the bosonic bath and indeed ballistic transport
was found when measuring thermal conductivity of bis-
muth [27]. Moreover, a sudden drop of thermal conductiv-
ity was observed at T ≈ T ∗, which suggest a profound link
between the thermal transport and the thermo-magnetic
signal.
One may also consider more sophisticated inverse
probes – like the change of sound propagation upon ap-
plying magnetic ﬁeld. According to the novel plasmon-
phonon coupling proposed here they can be aﬀected. In-
deed anomalously large oscillatory sound attenuation (an
analog of Shubnikov-de Hass) were experimentally ob-
served [34–36] again at temperatures of a few kelvins.
Detail study of these phenomena, as well as anomalous
attenuation of hot electrons in Bi, can provide further ev-
idences of the novel mechanism of coupling with a lattice.
6 Conclusions
In this work we have investigated inﬂuence of an acoustic
plasmon on a coupling between Fermi liquid and a lat-
tice. We found quite non-trivial momentum dependence
of the coupling vertex (q, q′) with an emergent resonance
where plasmon-phonon coupling can be signiﬁcant. The
resonance is reachable only thanks to a ﬁnite imaginary
part of the acoustic plasmon velocity. This is quite dis-
tinct from the short range Hubbard-like models where the
zero-sound is inﬁnitely sharp. Our model is dedicated to
extremely diluted regime, where non-local correlation ef-
fects are dominant. One manifestation of the plasmon-
phonon resonance is a novel component of the phonon
drag – plasmon mediated phonon drag. Bismuth is indi-
cated as a likely material where such coupling can take
place and indeed we are able to provide an interpretation
for the huge low temperature Nernst signal in this element.
There are other materials, for which our results are rel-
evant. One prominent example are di-chalcogenides whose
anisotropy of the Fermi surface falls close to the one of
bismuth. An unusual charge density wave transition, that
sometimes is ascribed to the formation of an excitonic in-
sulator [37], takes place in these materials. An issue of
the role and nature of electron-phonon coupling is a sub-
ject of intense ongoing research [38], electron-phonon ver-
texes with strong momentum dependence were recently
invoked [39,40] to explain some of the peculiarities.
Our results may be useful from applied physics view-
point, in low dimensional (1D and 2D) nano-structures.
In these structures plasmons are always acoustic (ω(q →
0) → 0) and their velocity (real and imaginary part) can
be to some extend tuned. Our work shows that by vary-
ing the plasmon’s velocity one can signiﬁcantly change the
magnitude of phonon drag. Two applications are possible,
the ﬁrst, mentioned already in the introduction, is to op-
timize for a maximal magneto-thermoelectric signal, in a
desired direction, by enhancing the plasmon-phonon reso-
nance. The second, that stems from a growing interest in
quasi-2D plasmonics, is to suppress the phonon-drag res-
onance in order to minimize looses due to non-radiative
decay of acoustic plasmons.
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Appendix A: Thermoelectricity in Bi, a state
of knowledge
The Nernst signal measures a perpendicular electric volt-
age caused by a temperature gradient (in the presence of
magnetic ﬁeld), thus:




The Sondheimer cancellation between Hall and transverse
thermoelectric voltages, the numerator in equation (A.1),
means that the signal is related to electron-electron inter-
actions (the non-interacting electrons propagator gives a
zero signal [19]). For a metal behaving according to a semi-
classical theory the Mott relation α ∼ ∂σ/∂ω is obeyed.
The Mott relation expresses the fact that non-zero ther-
moelectric power αij ∼ 〈Ji; JEj 〉 can appear only from the
energy (momentum) dependent part of self-energy [41].
Despite these cancellations there are attempts to ascribe
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the extremely large amplitude of the Nernst signal solely
to a standard Fermi liquid component. In reference [27] a
very small value of the Fermi energy and a very long elec-
tron scattering time were claimed to be responsible and a














Crucial approximations done in equation (A.2) are: the
Mott relation, assumption σxx  σxy (and obviously the
same for αˆ), Taylor expansion of a logarithm and further-
more ∂σ/∂ω = τ0/EF , where a hidden assumption about
the relaxation time τ0 (which is supposed to approximate
the electrons scattering vertex) being a constant. The low
energy eﬀective theory, equation (2) produces fermionic
self-energy that strongly depends on energy-momentum.
This immediately implies that equation (A.2) does not
hold. Even if one decides to forget about this important
component of self-energy, in a system with an extremely
small EF like Bi the band curvature matters esp. when ap-
proximating the derivative (Eq. (A.2)) by the ratio, thus
equation (A.2) should be thought as an upper limit for N .
Strikingly, N estimated by equation (A.2) is one order of
magnitude smaller that the observed ones (it is clear from
Fig. 2 in Ref. [27]). Moreover the reasoning so far neglects
one further cancellation: bismuth is a semimetal so the mo-
bilities of electrons and holes partially cancel, which fur-
thermore reduces the value estimated from equation (A.2).
According to equation (A.2), N(T ) is expected to scale
linearly with temperature and this law should dominate as
T → 0. This is in a disagreement with experimental ﬁnd-
ings, a power law with larger exponent has been found,
see Section 5 for details. There is an additional puzzling
element discussed in reference [25]. Experimentally [12,28]
one has the remarkable hierarchy σxx  σxy (which is typ-
ical for semimetals) and αxx  αxy. The two relations def-
initely cannot ﬁt together when the Mott relation holds.
To summarize: we do not claim that the dissipative com-
ponent of thermoelectric signal is zero, but that it cannot
be the dominating one at low temperatures.
The other component of thermoelectric power, not ac-
counted in the Fermi liquid theory, comes from the phonon
drag. The phonon-drag processes are never accounted for
in the approximation done in equation (A.2). It is be-
cause the Mott relation, giving the ﬁrst equality in equa-
tion (A.2), holds and gives all contributions to N only
provided that fermions are scattered on a static poten-
tial (of any origin) [41]. Phonon-drag mechanism does not
fulﬁll this condition.
Appendix B: Approximation of Boltzmann
equation
Our approximation is that fermions are strongly coupled
with plasmons and relax only through plasmon-phonon
scattering. This can be justiﬁed by:
– in bismuth there is ∼104 atoms per one electron (tiny
Fermi pockets), then lattice has much larger number
of degrees of freedom than electron liquid. According
to second law of thermodynamics entropy will ﬂow
from fermionic liquid to phonon bath;
– in low temperatures available electronic wavelengths
are four orders of magnitude larger than lattice param-
eters, thus scattering with point defects is negligible2,
on the contrary the resonant plasmon-phonon coupling
is rather strong so all the energy transfer must be done
through this scattering channel;
– in the dilute gas limit electrons collisions are rare,
moreover electron-electron are long range (favoring for-
ward scattering) and below T ∗ all these interactions
are mediated by acoustic plasmons (providing partial
screening);
– the above described screening, taken together with
a substantial imaginary part of plasmons’ velocity,
justiﬁes the plasmaronic picture;
– only fermions are coupled with E,B ﬁelds and one
then assumes their slightly shifted distribution, as it is
routinely done in a dilute limit of weakly doped semi-
conductors, reference [26];
– in the lowest temperatures phonon-phonon collisions
(in particular backward) are rare, the strongest “force”
phonons receive is from the fermion drag.
Appendix C: Self-energy
We compute Σp(q, ω), the self-energy of plasmons mov-
ing through the bath of phonons. Upon its propagation,
a plasmon with momentum-energy (q, ω) emits and then








×Gph(p = q − q′, ω1)Gpl(q′, ω − ω1)(q, q′) (C.1)
where integral is over all possible momenta q′ of an emit-














2 . We perform summation over








Results of Section 3 allow for crucial simpliﬁcations. The
coupling is resonant, which means that for each incoming
plasmon with momentum qpl only a phonon with a mo-
mentum |qph| = 1/2|qipl| and qph ‖ qipl ﬁts the resonance
2 Note particularly long elastic scattering time for electrons
in bismuth.
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condition. This introduces δ(q′ − q/2) and the integral
over q′ becomes trivial. On the resonance 2q′ = q and
this allows to extract 1/q factor in the denominator of
Σp(q, ω). This leads to:




× δ((ω/q − [cpl − (cpl ± cph)/2])2 + Im[cpl]). (C.3)
We obtain an expected result (see Fig. 1) that
Im[Σp(q, ω)] = 0 only for special values of velocities
ω/q = cpl − (cpl ± cph)/2 and when there is a ﬁnite
spectral weight along these lines. The spectral function
Im[Gpl(q,Ωpl)] is a lorentzian centered around ω/q =
Re[cpl] with width ∼ Im[cpl]. Then Im[Σp(q, ω)] = 0 only
when (cph) ≤ Im[cpl]. This is the physics presented in Fig-
ure 1, the resonance can be reached only if plasmon spec-
tral weight is broad enough and/or velocity of phonon is
close enough to velocity of plasmon.
About the momentum dependence of Im[Σp(q, ω)]:
the 1/q factor cancels with momentum dependence of
Apl(q, ω > 0) ∼ q, so we are left with vertexes, the bare
coupling has dependence  ∼ qαph, see equation (10). Then,
in the lowest order, the plasmon-phonon scattering rate
has the following momentum dependence:
τ−1p = Im[Σp(q, ω)] ∼ q2αb(βcphq/2). (C.4)
Appendix D: Three leg bubble ΠIII(ω, q, q′):
details of calculations
In order to evaluate right hand side of equation (8) we
begin with the sum over the internal Matsubara frequency
of fermions. Summing over ω1 in equation (8) leads to
three terms corresponding to the three poles:






(ıωn + k−q − k)(ı(ωn + Ωph2 )− k−q + k−p)
+
f(k)
(ıωn − k + k−q)(ıΩph2 − k−p + k)
+
f(k−p)




Each of these terms has a polynomial of the second or-
der in the denominator. There are no trivial cancellations
between these terms, in the following each of them will
be treated separately. Since, VF kF  kBT ∗ we are al-
lowed to take zero temperature limit. We make a proper
shift of momentum variables to always have f(k) in the
numerators. Then the Fermi distributions present in the
numerators (Eq. (D.1)) simply restricts the limits of mo-
mentum integrals to k = ±kF at T = 0, we shall also use
the fact that free-fermion dispersion is an even function
of k. Then we arrive at equation (9) in the main text.
Next we take the phonon frequency to zero (Ωph → 0).
This signiﬁcantly simpliﬁes the calculation and is not un-
reasonable as the phonon frequency is always the small-
est energy scale in the problem. Nevertheless we also per-
formed auxiliary calculations to check that for quantities
of our interest, the ﬁrst order corrections∼ Ωph are indeed
always one order of magnitude smaller. From qualitative
analysis (see Fig. 1) we see that although ﬁnite Ωph broad-
ens the resonance, it also increases the density of states
of the plasmons involved in the process. The two eﬀects
likely compensate.
A closer insight into equation (8) provides mathemati-
cal explanation of the resonance. If one make a shift by q/2
then he/she can notice that the second and third fermionic
poles gives rise to terms like (k−p − k−q/2 + Δ) (where
small Δ is related to phonons dynamics) in the denomina-
tors. In fact the one-loop master integrals, closely related
to the three leg bubble ΠIII(ω, q, q′), is known to have a
resonance feature.
In equation (9) one needs to perform a momentum in-
tegral. Like for the case of Lindhard function (ΠII(ω, q)
in our notation) the momentum integral is easiest to per-
form in the cylindrical coordinates: if we take z ‖ q then∫
d3k → ∫ dkk sinϑ and (k+q−k) → (q2/2m−qk cosϑ),
where ϑ∠(q,k). Firstly, one integrates over angle ϑ and
then over |k|. The analytical formulas are available only
for the speciﬁc case when p ‖ q′, then ΠIII(ω, q, q′) →
ΠIII(ω, q, q′). However we did check by numerical inte-
gration that the ΠIII(ω, q, q′) indeed has a broad maxi-
mum at around p ‖ q′ and is close to zero for the angles
∠(p, q) ∈ (π/3; 2π/3). The following results is found for
the three terms of equation (9):
Π1(q, p, w) =
q(p− q)





(p− q)2 − w)3 log (−p2 + 2pq − p− q2 + q + w)
(p− q)3
− log((q − 1)q − w) + 2q
−
(
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Π2(q, p, w) = − q3(q(p + q)− w)
×
(
− 2p3 tanh−1(2p+1)−2p3 tanh−1(1−2p)
− p− log(−p− 1) + log(1− p)
− log (q2 + q − w)
+
(
q2 − w)3 log
(










+ log((q − 1)q − w)− q
)
(D.3)









(p− q)2 + w)3
×
(
− log (−p2 + 2pq + p− q2 − q − w)
− log (p2 − 2pq + p + (q − 1)q + w)
+ log
(−(p− q)2 − w) + log ((p− q)2 + w)
)
+ 2p3(p− q)3 tanh−1(2p + 1)









+ log(p− 1)− log(p + 1)− q
)
. (D.4)
These results are actually close analogues of the so-called
“master integrals”, known from the loop expansion in the
high energy physics. Like the master integrals, our re-
sult is also rather complicated combination of logarithms
and di-logarithm functions. The di-logarithm functions are
present in the more complicated cases: for the four leg bub-
ble ΠIV (ω, q, q′), for non-adiabatic case (or propagators
with ﬁnite life-times) or when p is not parallel to q.
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